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Bridal Bouquet

Listed Prices are base prices. 
Add-ons, premium flowers or fillers, and special
embellishments are subject to an additional charge. Updated Jan. 2023

Small - $160
Medium - $180

Traditional Round
Traditional round bouquets tend to form a rounded,

uniform shape with a balance of flowers and greenery.
This bouquet is more flower-dominate than others. 

Large - $215
Extra Large - $250

Small - $200
Medium - $230

Handpicked
Handpicked Bouquets embody the essence of

gathering flowers in a field. They can be messy and
unbalanced or tight and flower compact.

Large - $280
Extra Large - $320

Small - $230
Medium - $260

Wild Style
Wild Bouquets do not follow a specific form. 

These arrangements have a unique flow of flowers
with increased greenery and fillers.

Large - $300

Small - $200
Medium - $250

Cascade
Cascading Bouquet are designed from the handle

traveling downward. They can hold a balanced,
uniform look or have a messy handpicked style.

Large - $300

Custom-designed Pricing

Free-form
This type of bouquet has no defined shape. It is

influenced by the vision or the bride or designer to
embody a unique, whismical, and free shape. 

Wedding Party
Single Flower - $10
Flower Hoop - $40

Bridesmaid Bouquets
Bridesmaids bouquets are designed to compliment the

bride with automatic decreased sizing. Bridesmaids 
can match the bridal bouquet or differ in design. 

Extra Small - $50
Small - $75
Medium - $100

Double Flower - $25
Pocket Bout - $40

Flowerless - $15
Single Flower - $20

Boutonnieres
Boutonnieres are a classic accessory for men in the

wedding. From the groom to the smallest member of
the party, every man can be picture-perfect. 

Teen/Adult - $40Child - $15

Corsages
The perfect wedding day wouldn't be complete without
the most important women in our life. Wristlet corsages

compliment every woman in the wedding party.

Hair Barette - $20
Hair Comb - $25
Infant Crown - $20

Flower Girl
There are many options for the flower girl to wear

and/or hold as she walks down the aisle. 

Toddler Crown - $25
Kissing Ball - $40
Flower Basket - $40

Miscellaneous
Bridal Flower Crown - $40
Groom Hawaiian Lei - $40
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Decorations

A 20% bulk pricing discount is avaliable for a minimum of 2o
arrangements of the same style/design. This applies for
rentals and for-purchase arrangements. Updated Jan. 2023

purchase
2.5 feet - $150
3 feet - $200
4 feet - $265
5 feet - $330
6 feet - $385

Arch, Arbor, Swag
These pieces are larger and longer floral pieces 

that can be hung up and/or laid out. They serve as
large focal pieces or smaller accent pieces. 

rental 
2.5 feet - $115
3 feet - $150
4 feet - $200
5 feet - $245
6 feet - $290

purchase
Hanging - $40
Floor - $225

Aisle Runners
Aisle runners vary in design and style. 

These can lay directly on the floor or hard surface, or
can hang on aisle chairs/pews.

rental
Hanging - $30
Floor - $185

Custom-designed Pricing

Centerpieces
Centerpieces are custom-designed and created. There

is no guarantee that centerpieces can be rented.

Backdrop Rentals
6 ft Wooden Rectangle - $100

Gold Floral Ring - $100
Triangle Arch - $125
Hexagon Arch - $150

6 ft Gateway Arch - $225

purchase
3 feet - $85

4 feet - $120
5 feet - $165
6 feet - $215
7 feet - $265
6 feet - $315

Garland
Garlands are long, connected pieces of greenery that
serve as simplistic table decorations. Minimal flowers

are added to compliment additional decor.

rental 
3 feet - $65
4 feet - $90

5 feet - $125
6 feet - $160
7 feet - $200
8 feet - $240

Prices reflect a balance in flowers and greenery. 
Prices may increase or decrease, due to the amount 
of flowers or greenery expected to be used. This is

based on the vision of the bride/designer.

1 tier - $15
2 tier - $20
3 tier - $25

Cake Flowers
Cake flowers are designed for easy set-up 
and removal. They are not harmful to the 

cake areas that are to be eaten.

4 tier - $30
Cascading flowers -
additional $5-$10

Arch rentals include day-of set up and tear down.
They are rented separate from floral pricing
and require a refundable damage deposit

Additional Rentals
12" - $10
24" - $15

Wooden Stands
Wooden Stands are rented separate from floral pricing

and each require a $10 refundable damage deposit


